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Qualifications
Daniel Ludevig specializes in embodiment facilitation. His expertise lies in facilitating deep conversations for organizations
and systems using a cutting-edge embodiment and creativity approach to address transformational change around
culture, communication and strategy. Daniel brings together insights from the systemic change “Theory U” and his own
movement methodology to support organizations through the discovery of their collective wisdom and how to produce
sustainable results. His teachings and facilitations emphasize change transformation through topics like deep listening,
leading and following, mindfulness and awareness, innovation, creativity and system dynamics. He also stands at the
forefront of the “applied-arts in business” field by balancing left-brain business consulting with right-brain embodied
technology. As such he works with companies and conferences worldwide addressing their greatest challenges of
transformation through integrating profound wisdom from dance, movement, sculpture building and other art forms.
Career Resume
From 2004-2005 – Fellow of the Brandeis Ethics and Coexistence Fellowship. Explored and led programing using the arts to
facilitate difficult conversations about genocide pasts and experiences within the Reyum Institute of Arts and Culture, based
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
From 2005-2007 – Worked at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center ensuring that the Gastrointestinal Solid Tumors
oncology physician practice were efficiently organized, prepared and utilized and that each patient visit occurred with
satisfaction. Served as liaison between administration, patients and doctors and sought out to balance various stakeholder
needs during times of high pressure and stress. Attained experience here working within a large-sized organization.
From 2007-2009 - Worked at Kushner Studios Architecture & Design producing design documents and working with building
boards, the DOB and zoning analysis. Also acted as a liaison with clients and general contractors and coordinated site visits,
documentation, specifications and mock-ups. Worked on projects ranging from penthouse additions to gut interior
renovations of buildings. Attained experience here working within a small, localized organization.
From 2009 - Founded MOVE Leadership and began offering public and private workshops and keynotes unlocking
creativity, innovation and intelligence through movement, the arts and deep dialogue facilitation.
From 2011 – Lead Facilitator for Hendrik Backerra Consulting
Project Examples
Daniel’s work focuses on the development of skills including leadership, goal-making, group inspiration, business growth,
creativity and innovation, personal and employee effectiveness, conflict-management, stress-management, well-being,
team bonding and growth. Recent projects include global culture change programs within the banking sector, deep
dialogue gatherings between leaders from the production sector, and working with universities and conferences to explore
cutting-edge approaches and techniques for unlocking business potential in 21st-century organizations.
Key Clients
ESM, HSBC, Vattenfall, Global Leaders Academy, Strategy&, AXE, YMCA, Thyssen Krupp, City & Guilds, Academy of Chief
Executives, York University, Berlin School of Economics and Law, BMW/Guggenheim Lab, Leaders Quest, Presencing Institute
Language
Daniel speaks English (mother tongue), German, Spanish and Russian (conversational)
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